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The amplitude and phase representation of classic plane electromagnetic waves is used to model light

propagating through transparent stratified media, with a continuous refractive index profile. Numeric

solutions for the nonlinear amplitude equation at normal incidence are obtained. Discontinuities of the

refractive index derivatives exhibit reflection enhancement. Depending on the order of the disconti-

nuity, the phase change upon reflection obtained from the numerical results can be 7p=2 in addition

to the usual 0, or 7p.
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1. Introduction

The problem of inhomogeneous thin films has been approached
by many authors. The potentialities of these coatings for optics have
intrigued scientists for over a century and they are still a matter of
research both experimentally and theoretically [1–11]. Discontinu-
ities in the refractive index derivatives influence strongly the reflec-
tivity of continuously varying refractive index films, this fact has been
noticed since early works [4,6,7]. In these works the discontinuity
planes were not treated individually as localized reflectivity sources.
Two discontinuity planes were always inserted for each stratified
medium, merely to model the two borders of a thin film.

By introducing only one derivative discontinuity, in an other-
wise smooth and gradual refractive index profile, we may find its
properties as a reflection plane. The amplitude and phase repre-
sentation will be used to model light propagation through
transparent stratified media [12,13]. Numeric solutions for the
nonlinear amplitude equation at normal incidence will be
obtained, from these solutions reflectivity and phase change upon
reflection will be inferred. From the analysis of discontinuous
derivatives at different orders as well as many different profile
functions, a conjecture can be established.
1.1. Amplitude equation

Let us take a close look to this physical phenomenon, regarding
reflection of light on a plane surface with discontinuous refractive
index or discontinuous index derivatives. Important works trying
ll rights reserved.

t).
to describe propagation of electromagnetic waves through strati-
fied media have already been published. Somehow, these works
use approximate expressions, most of them being for either a
slowly or abruptly varying refractive index [3–5,7]. These approx-
imations allow analytical expressions to be written for the fields
and the reflectivity. Note that these early works were published
before commercial computers were widely used by scientists and
regular population, numerical analysis was not as easily performed
as it is today. In the present work, no approximations of this kind
are intended, just those inherent to the use of numerical methods.
For that purpose a differential equation for the electric field
amplitude will be convenient [12–15]. It is a nonlinear ordinary
differential equation of the Ermakov–Milne–Pinney type [16–18].

Consider Maxwell’s equations, in an isotropic, transparent,
dielectric medium with a linear response and no free charges, let
the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability vary spatially.
The second order differential equation for the electric field is

rðE � r ln eÞþr ln m� ðr � EÞ ¼ me @
2E

@t2
�r

2E, ð1Þ

where E and m represent the electric permittivity and magnetic
permeability, respectively. Let z be the direction of stratification,
so that E and m will depend only on z. Consider a monochromatic
plane wave with frequency o, and linear TE polarization, say, in
the x direction E¼ Exðy,zÞe�iot î. Eq. (1) leads to [19]

@2Ex

@y2
þ
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@Ex
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: ð2Þ

For normal incidence and non magnetic media m¼ m0. This PDE
becomes the non autonomous ODE
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Fig. 1. To model a single interface, n(z) must be a monotonic continuous function

that evolves from ni to nt. Far from the interface n should be practically constant.

The parameter D is a measure of the interface thickness, corresponding to 90% of

the index change. The overall refractive index change is labeled Dn and the half-

value by navg. The figure shows a profile with D¼ 2l.
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where k2
0 ¼o2m0E0 and the refractive index is n¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E=E0

p
, E0 is the

electric permittivity of vacuum. Now, consider a complex Ex,
namely Ex ¼ Aeiq, where the amplitude A and phase q depend on
z. We restrict the problem to non absorbing media, so we will
assume the refractive index to be a real quantity. Substitution in
Eq. (3) and separation of real and imaginary parts render:

d2A

dz2
�A

dq

dz

� �2

¼�k2
0n2A, ð4Þ

2
dA

dz

� �
dq

dz

� �
þA

d2q

dz2
¼ 0: ð5Þ

Eq. (5) can be readily integrated to obtain an invariant quantity
given by

Q ¼ A2 dq

dz
: ð6Þ

A nonlinear ordinary differential equation for the amplitude is
obtained upon substitution of this result in Eq. (4)

d2A

dz2
�

Q2

A3
¼�k2

0n2A: ð7Þ

This is an Ermakov–Milne–Pinney type equation. In order to work
with a dimensionless amplitude function let us introduce
Ad ¼ A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k0=Q

p
, then Eq. (7) can be rewritten

d2Ad

k2
0dz2
�

1

A3
d

¼�n2Ad: ð8Þ

This is the ordinary differential equation for the electric field
amplitude. It is not common to turn a linear differential equation
into a nonlinear ODE, but Eq. (8) poses no challenge to be solved
numerically if Ad is real and n is bounded. Also, initial conditions
are easily imposed having a clear physical meaning and finally,
interpretation of the solutions is straightforward. The finite
difference method for numerically solving ordinary differential
equations is used, with single precision floating point numbers.

1.2. Interpretation of the solutions

A constant n represents a homogeneous medium, in this case
the solutions of Eq. (8) are known and must be of the form
[12–14,20]:

Ad ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2

1þA2
2þ2A1A2 cosð2k0nzþdÞ

q
: ð9Þ

The field amplitude Ad is produced by the superposition of two
counter propagating waves, with individual constant amplitudes
A1 and A2. The constant d is the phase difference between both
waves at z¼0. There is a restriction for these amplitudes if Eq. (8)
is to be satisfied:

ðA2
1�A2

2Þ
2
¼

1

n2
: ð10Þ

This homogeneous medium solution Ad(z) oscillates periodically if
both, A1 and A2, are nonzero. Maxima Amax and minima Amin occur
when the incoming and outgoing waves are in or out of phase,
respectively. These extrema can also be related to the ratio
r¼ A2=A1 [12,13]:

r¼
Amax�Amin

AmaxþAmin
: ð11Þ

If there is only one wave propagating, A1 or A2 is zero and Ad is
constant, particularly

A2
d ¼

1

n
: ð12Þ
To model a single interface, n(z) must be a monotonic continuous
function evolving from ni to nt. Far from the interface n should be
almost constant. To evaluate the reflectivity, the convenient initial
condition is a single transmitted wave through the second medium,
so the incident light is assumed to come only from the first medium
side. This implies that the solution in the second medium, far from
the interface, is almost constant Ad ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=nt

p
. Under this condition,

the amplitude oscillations in the first medium, far from the interface,
will exhibit the medium’s reflectivity: R¼ r2. Given the indices ni

and nt, we expect the reflectivity to depend on the interface
abruptness. This property can be characterized by the distance D

through which the index varies from niþð1=20ÞDn to nt�ð1=20ÞDn,
so that parameter D can be thought as the interface thickness,
corresponding to 90% of the index change as shown in Fig. 1.

In an earlier paper [13] studies of the interface reflectivity,
given different profiles with varying thicknesses, have been done.
All profiles were continuous, but some were piecewise defined
and their derivatives were discontinuous. For ‘‘hard’’ interfaces,
meaning D� l=100, reflectivity was close to the Fresnel result

R¼
nt�ni

ntþni

� �2

,

regardless of the profile type. For ‘‘softer’’ interfaces, D� l=2, the
reflectivity of almost all n(z) profiles fell to less than 6% of the Fresnel
result. The reflectivity for the analytic profiles dropped monotonically
for D4l. In contrast, for the piecewise defined profiles, the reflectiv-
ity oscillates as a function of thickness. Every piecewise defined
profile had two attachment planes, at z1 and z2, in order to keep the
interface symmetry and a bounded refractive index. The reflectivity
oscillations in these cases were in accordance with thin film inter-
ference, with a film thickness of z2�z1. Evidently discontinuities in
the profile derivatives were causing reflections. However, it was not
clear, only from the interference data, which type of phase change
was the reflected wave undergoing at the z1 and z2 boundaries. We
could only infer the relative phase between the two reflections. Our
task now is to evaluate the phase change upon reflection, based on
the interpretation of the amplitude equation numerical solutions.

A good example of how the junctions of a continuous but
piecewise n(z) function still generate reflection, even when the
interface is gradual, is shown in Fig. 2. The bottom graph displays
reflectivity R versus interface thickness D, in wavelength units, for
two n(z) profile types. Both profiles are continuous but one of
them, labeled as ‘‘tanh’’, is analytic and the other, ‘‘linear’’, is



Fig. 2. (a) The two profile types described by Eqs. (13) and (14), where ni ¼ 1, nt ¼ 1:5 and D¼ 2l, (b) reflectivity versus interface thickness D, in wavelength units, for both

profiles. The piece wise profile presents reflectivity oscillations due to interference between waves reflected at both junctions. For the analytic profile, the reflectivity is

negligible beyond D¼ 1:5l.

Table 1
Refractive index profile classification.
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piecewise defined [13]:

ntanhðzÞ ¼
niþnt

2
þ
Dn

2
tanh

2:94

D
z

� �
, ð13Þ

nlinearðzÞ ¼

ni zr� D
1:8

niþnt

2 þ Dn
2

1:8
D z
� �

� D
1:8 rzr D

1:8

nt zZ D
1:8

8>><
>>: , ð14Þ

where ni ¼ 1 and nt ¼ 1:5.
The reflectivity for the analytical profile ‘‘tanh’’ is almost null

for D41:5l. Nonetheless, for the piecewise profile ‘‘linear’’ R still
oscillates due to interference of reflected waves at the junctions:
z1 ¼�D=1:8 and z2 ¼D=1:8.
2. Refractive index profiles

In order to see how the reflectivity of a single junction profile
behaves, piecewise refractive index profiles can be built with only
one attachment point. To rule out reflections from the rest of the
interface, the D parameter must be greater than 1:5l. Let us
classify the profiles n(z) according to the lowest order discontin-
uous derivative at the junction, as it is done for parametric
continuity of curves [21]. This classification is shown in Table 1.
For example, a C2 profile is continuous in its first and second
derivatives, but not in the third. To simplify the solutions inter-
pretation, the junction is always placed at z¼0.
3. An abrupt interface

A good example of a C�1 type profile is the simple case of a
hard interface between two homogeneous media, that can also be
handled with the Fresnel formulae. We already know the
outcome, so this is a good opportunity to check our results when
using the amplitude equation (8). Let us again resemble an air-
glass barrier by choosing the corresponding refractive indices
na ¼ 1 and ng ¼ 1:5. For this profile type, D must be close to zero,
this poses no problem since the barrier itself is the only source for
reflection. Two profiles can be proposed:

nstepþ ðzÞ ¼
na zo0

ng zZ0,

(
ð15Þ

nstep�ðzÞ ¼
ng zo0

na zZ0,

(
ð16Þ

Function nstepþ ðzÞ is increasing and nstep�ðzÞ is decreasing. For all
profiles, incident light comes from the left, along the z axis. In
‘‘stepþ ’’ light passes from a lower refractive index medium to one
of a higher index, while in ‘‘step� ’’ the opposite occurs. The tags
‘‘þ ’’ and ‘‘� ’’ in the function label are used to indicate if the
function n(z) is increasing or decreasing.

The numerical solutions of the corresponding amplitude equa-
tions (8) are shown in Fig. 3. The solutions are plotted against the
optical path in wavelength units L¼

R z
0 n dz instead of z, to ease

interpretation further. Applying Eq. (11) for zo0, reflectivities are
found to be Rstepþ ¼ 4:0000513% and Rstep� ¼ 4:0001383%. The
exact known value predicted by Fresnel formulae is

R¼
nt�ni

nt�ni

� �2

� 100¼ 4%,

the digits presented in the results confirm the accuracy of the
numerical method used to solve Eq. (8). Relative error is less than
0.0013% and deviation is 70.00002%.

The local extrema of the oscillations in both graphs on Fig. 3
show where the incident and reflected waves are in or out of
phase. Wherever there is a minimum, the electric vector fields of



Fig. 3. Amplitude equation solutions for (a) ‘‘stepþ ’’, ni ¼ 1, nt ¼ 1:5 and (b) ‘‘step� ’’, ni ¼ 1:5, nt ¼ 1. The junction is at z¼0.

Fig. 4. (a) Plot of the profile in Eq. (17) ‘‘lin&tanh’’, it is constructed by joining a constant function with a hyperbolic tangent. It models a gradual interface with D¼ 2l and

one discontinuity in the first derivative at z¼0, where this derivative is increasing. The amplitude equation solution Ad for ‘‘lin&tanhþ ’’ profile is also shown and (b) a

closer look at the solution in the oscillating region.
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these waves point in opposite directions; if there is a maximum, it
means the fields point in the same direction. If maxima occur at
Lmax ¼ ð�ð1=4Þ�ðm=2ÞÞl and minima at Lmin ¼�ðm=2Þl, for
m¼ 0,1,2,3 . . ., the electric field waves must have phase differ-
ence of d¼ p between them at z¼0 (the discontinuity site), thus
revealing a phase change of p due to reflection at the junction
plane. If maxima and minima positions are interchanged, waves
must be in phase at z¼0, revealing no phase change due to
reflection at the junction plane. For the former interpretation to
be valid, the refractive index n(z) must be reasonably constant
along the interval where the local extrema are found.

The location of the critical points for the ‘‘stepþ ’’ case, shows
an approximate phase change of p upon reflection at z¼0. There
is a mean offset of ð0:004Þp from the exact d¼ p value with very
small deviation (sop=1000). For ‘‘step� ’’, maxima fall close to
Lmax ¼�ðm=2Þl and minima at Lmin ¼ ð�ð1=4Þ�m=2Þl, revealing
an almost null phase change due to reflection at the junction.
However, there is a mean offset of ð0:004Þp from the exact d¼ 0
value with standard deviation of s¼ ð0:002Þp. These results
match very well with Fresnel predictions.
4. Gradual and continuous interfaces

4.1. Type C0 profiles

A type C0 profile with only one piecewise junction can be
constructed by joining a constant function with a hyperbolic
tangent at z¼0:

nlin&tanhþ ðzÞ ¼
na zo0

naþðng�naÞ tanh a1
D z
� �

zZ0,

(
ð17Þ
Here

a1 ¼
1

2
ln

1:95

0:05

� �
�ln

1:05

0:95

� �� �
,

so that D is the interface thickness, the distance needed for n to
change 90% of the total Dn¼ ng�na. The function nlin&tanhþ ðzÞ is
continuous, at the junction it is increasing while its derivative
dn=dz is discontinuous and is also increasing. Interface thickness
is chosen to be reasonably soft D¼ 2l to discard any significant
source of reflection except at the junction. Fig. 4(a) shows a plot of
this profile. Light is always assumed to be incident from the left.
The numerical solution of the corresponding amplitude equation
(8) is also plotted in Fig. 4.

In the case of ‘‘lin&tanhþ ’’ profile, applying Eq. (11) for zo0,
the reflectivity is found to be Rlin&tanhþ ¼ 3:15565� 10�2%, with a
standard deviation of sR ¼ 1:8� 10�6%. This reflectivity is much
smaller than the abrupt interface result 4%, since it is related to a
very gradual interface (D¼ 2l). Yet, it is still far greater than the
reflectivity computed for the analytic ‘‘tanh’’ profile stated in Eq.
(13), with the same interface thickness, Rtanh ¼ 3:16840� 10�10%.
The first derivative discontinuity in n(z), thus enhances the
reflectivity substantially.

To analyze phase relationship between incident and reflected
waves let us take as reference the reflection plane (always drawn
at z¼0 in the figures). In this case, it lies where the first order
derivative is discontinuous, although the refractive index itself is
continuous. The phase between incident and reflected waves may
be evaluated at any such region with constant refractive index.
However, it is easier to consider a plane located at a multiple of
the half-integer wavelength, L¼�mðl=2Þ where m is an integer.
From any of these planes, the incident wave travels to the
reflection plane and then the reflected part travels back an integer
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number of wavelengths, and thus no phase needs to be added due
to the extra path traveled by this wave. If no phase change occurs
by reflection at the derivative discontinuity (L¼ 0), the reflected
wave must be in phase with the incident wave after m wave-
lengths travel. However, consider the plane L¼�1:0l in Fig. 4(b).
The incident and reflected waves are not in phase. In the middle
between one amplitude maximum and a contiguous minimum,
these waves must have a relative phase difference of d¼ 7 ðp=2Þ.
The numerical solution shown at L¼�1:0l in Fig. 4(b), reveals a
phase difference of p=2. Therefore, there must be a phase change
of d¼ p=2 introduced by the reflection at the plane where the
derivative is discontinuous. A detailed analysis of the numerical
solution shows that there is only a small offset of
ð�0:02470:004Þp=2 from the exact d¼ p=2 value. This is certainly
a very surprising result, since we know from Fresnel equations,
that a phase change of p is introduced between two transparent
dielectric media when the refractive index is discontinuous and
increasing. The present result shows that a phase change of p=2
can be introduced between two transparent dielectrics whose
refractive index is equal at the interface but its first derivative is
discontinuous. The former ‘‘lin&tanh’’ profile is increasing at the
junction plane as well as the derivative dn=dz, to see what would
be the case for an increasing profile n(z) but decreasing first
derivative dn=dz let us devise another C0 type profile. Let us again
piecewise join a hyperbolic tangent with a constant function at
z¼0, but this time placing the hyperbolic tangent first:

ntanh&linþ ðzÞ ¼
ngþðng�naÞ tanh a1

D z
� �

zo0

ng zZ0:

(
ð18Þ

Once more, the interface thickness is D¼ 2l to discard any
significant source of reflection except for the junction.
Fig. 5. (a) Plot of the profile in Eq. (18) ‘‘tanh&lin’’, it is constructed by joining a hyperbo

one discontinuity in the first derivative at z¼0, where this derivative is decreasing. Th

closer look at the solution in the oscillating region.

Table 2

Calculated reflectivity and approximate phase difference d between incident and reflect

stands for the reflectivity standard deviation.

C0 function Reflectivity (%) R Reflectivity relative standard

deviation (%)
sR

R

��� ���� 100

lin&tanhþ 3:15565� 10�2 0.0057

tanh&linþ 6:27498� 10�3 1.1

lin&tanh� 6:24063� 10�3 0.013

tanh&lin� 3:16123� 10�2 0.48
Fig. 5(a) shows a plot of this profile. Again, light is assumed to
be incident from the left. Plots for the amplitude equation (8)
numerical solution are shown in Fig. 5.

In the case of ‘‘tanh&linþ ’’, Eq. (11) must be applied to
oscillations at the far left, for Lt�4l, since the medium is not
sufficiently homogeneous closer to L¼ 0. Oscillations are dis-
torted when the refractive index varies considerably as a function
of position. Computed reflectivity is Rtanh&linþ ¼ 6:27498� 10�3%

with a standard deviation of sR ¼ 7:115� 10�5. The maxima and
minima are approximately located at Lmax ¼ ð1=8�m=2Þl and
Lmin ¼ ð�1=8�m=2Þl, as seen by looking at the inset in Fig. 5(b).
The phase difference between incident and reflected waves is very
close to d¼�p=2 at L¼m=2 revealing an approximate phase
change of �p=2 due to reflection at the junction plane. There is an
offset of ð�0:01070:002Þp from the exact d¼�p=2 value. The
sign in d¼ 7 ðp=2Þ depends on whether the discontinuous deri-
vative increases or decreases, rather than on the refractive index
values at the reflection plane.

By interchanging the na and nb refractive indices for the
‘‘lin&tanhþ ’’ and ‘‘tanh&linþ ’’ profiles, one can generate another
two C0 type profiles:

nlin&tanh�ðzÞ ¼
ng zo0

ngþðna�ngÞ tanh a1
D z
� �

zZ0

(
ð19Þ

ntanh&lin�ðzÞ ¼
naþðna�ngÞ tanh a1

D z
� �

zo0

na zZ0:

(
ð20Þ

While the refractive index profile is decreasing for both profiles,
the first derivative is increasing in one case and decreasing in the
other. Performing the same analysis to the corresponding
lic tangent with a constant function. It models a gradual interface with D¼ 2l and

e amplitude equation solution Ad for ‘‘tanh&linþ ’’ profile is also shown and (b) a

ed waves at the reflection plane, z¼0, related to the type C0 profiles. The symbol sR

Approximate phase

change at reflection plane z¼0
Offset from the exact

p
2

or

�
p
2

value in p units

p
2

�0:02470:003

�
p
2

�0:01470:003

�
p
2

0:00570:006

p
2

0:01970:005
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amplitude equation solutions we arrive at similar outcomes as
abridged for all four C0 profiles in Table 2.
4.1.1. Type C1 profiles

To build some C1 type profiles, in a similar fashion as with the
C0 type, a constant function is piecewise joined with a squared
hyperbolic secant at its critical point in four different ways,
shown in Table 3. Plots of the numerical solutions for the
amplitude equation (8), taking D¼ 2l, are illustrated in Fig. 6.

Reflectivity for type C1 profiles, estimated with Eq. (11), and
phase difference between incident and reflected waves at the
reflection plane are reported in Table 4. The reflectivity is even
lower for these profiles. Incident and reflected waves are in phase
Table 3
Type C1 profiles. The piecewise junction is always at z¼0. Here

a2 ¼ 1=2 lnð19Þþ ln½ð1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:95
p

Þ=ð1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:05
p

Þ� so that D is the interface thickness,

the distance needed for n to change 90% of the total Dn¼ ng�na .

Function label n(z) d2n

dz2
at the junction

lin&sechþ na zo0

ng�ðng�naÞ sech2 a2

D
z

� 	
zZ0

8<
:

Increasing

sech&linþ naþðng�naÞ sech2 a2

D
z

� 	
zo0

ng zZ0

8<
:

Increasing

lin&sech� ng zo0

naþðng�naÞ sech2 a2

D
z

� 	
zZ0

8<
:

Decreasing

sech&lin�
ng�ðng�naÞ sech2 a2

D
z

� 	
zo0

na zZ0

8<
:

Decreasing

Fig. 6. Amplitude equation solutions for type C1 profiles, a close look at the solution

(b) solutions for ‘‘lin&sech� ’’ and ‘‘sech&lin� ’’.

Table 4

Calculated reflectivity and approximate phase difference d between incident and reflect

stands for the reflectivity standard deviation.

C1 function Reflectivity (%) R Reflectivity relative

standard deviation (%)
sR

R

��� ���� 1

lin&sechþ 1:15117� 10�3 0.0052

sech&linþ 8:15438� 10�5 1.4

lin&sech� 8:10566� 10�5 0.0010

sech&lin� 1:15005� 10�3 0.36
d¼ 0, for profiles with an increasing d2n=dz2 at the junction, in
accordance with the critical point positions. They are out of phase
d¼ p for profiles with a decreasing d2n=dz2 at the junction.

4.1.2. Type C2 profiles

Four C2 type profiles are built by piecewise joining a constant
function with a cubic exponential at its critical and inflection
point, as shown in Table 5. Plots of numerical solutions for the
amplitude equation (8), taking D¼ 2l, are shown in Fig. 7.

Reflectivity for C2 type profiles, estimated with Eq. (11), and
phase difference between incident and reflected waves at the
reflection plane are reported in Table 6. Reflectivity drops more
than one order of magnitude for these profiles with respect to the
s in the oscillating regions. (a) Solutions for ‘‘lin&sechþ ’’ and ‘‘sech&linþ ’’ and

ed waves at the reflection plane, z¼0, related to the type C1 profiles. The symbol sR

00

Approximate phase change

at reflection plane z¼0

Offset from the exact

p or 0 value in p units

0 �0:00470:003

0 0:00270:003

p 0:00270:005

p 0:00670:005

Table 5
Type C2 profiles. The piecewise junction is always at z¼0. Here

a3 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð0:95Þ3

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð0:05Þ3

p
so that D is the interface thickness needed for n to

change 90% of the total Dn¼ ng�na .

Label n(z) d3n

dz3
at the junction

lin&cubexpþ na zo0

ng�ðng�naÞ exp �
a3

D
z

� 	3

zZ0

8<
:

Increasing

cubexp&linþ naþðng�naÞ exp a3
D z
� �3

zo0

ng zZ0

(
Decreasing

lin&cubexp� ng zo0

naþðng�naÞ exp �
a3

D
z

� 	3

zZ0

8<
:

Decreasing

cubexp&lin�
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Fig. 7. Amplitude equation solutions for type C2 profiles, a close look at the solutions in the oscillating regions. (a) Solutions for ‘‘lin&cubexpþ ’’ and ‘‘cubexp&linþ ’’ and

(b) solutions for ‘‘lin&cubexp� ’’ and ‘‘cubexp&lin� ’’.

Table 6

Calculated reflectivity and approximate phase difference d between incident and reflected waves at the reflection plane, z¼0, related to the type C2 profiles. The symbol sR

stands for the reflectivity standard deviation.

C2 function Reflectivity (%) R Reflectivity relative

standard deviation (%)
sR

R

��� ���� 100

Approximate phase change

at reflection plane z¼0
Offset from the exact

p
2

or

�
p
2

value in p units

lin&cubexpþ 1:33978� 10�6 0.0045
�
p
2

�0:00170:003

cubexp&linþ 5:15290� 10�8 1.2 p
2

0:00470:004

lin&cubexp� 5:18475� 10�8 0.020 p
2

0:01570:005

cubexp&lin� 1:33984� 10�6 0.014
�
p
2

0:01170:005

Table 7
Type C3 profiles. The piecewise junction is always at z¼0. Here

a4 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð0:95Þ4

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð0:05Þ4

p
so that D is the interface thickness, the distance needed

for n to change 90% of the total Dn¼ ng�na .

Label n(z) d4n

dz4
at the junction

lin&quartexpþ na zo0

ng�ðng�naÞ exp�
a4

D
z

� 	4

zZ0

8<
:

Increasing

quartexp&linþ
naþðng�naÞ exp�

a4

D
z

� 	4

zo0

ng zZ0

8<
:

Increasing

lin&quartexp� ng zo0

naþðng�naÞ exp�
a4

D
z

� 	4

zZ0

8<
:

Decreasing

quartexp&lin�
ng�ðng�naÞ exp�

a4

D
z

� 	4

zo0

na zZ0

8<
:

Decreasing
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previous C1 type profiles. According to the critical point positions,
for profiles with an increasing d3n=dz3 at the junction, incident
and reflected waves have phase difference d¼�p=2, while for
those with a decreasing d3n=dz3 at the junction d¼ p=2.
4.1.3. Type C3 profiles

Finally, four C3 type profiles are built by piecewise joining a
constant function with a quartic exponential at its critical and
inflection point, as shown in Table 7. Plots of the numerical
solutions for the amplitude equation (8), taking D¼ 2l, are shown
in Fig. 8.

Reflectivity for type C3 profiles, estimated with Eq. (11), and
phase difference between incident and reflected waves at the
reflection plane are reported in Table 8. The numerical algorithm
yields a null deviation for the reflectivity in these cases due to
numerical round-off, since we are now close to the accuracy limit
of this method. Reflectivity is even lower for these C3 profiles in
comparison with all the previous profile types. From the critical
point positions, profiles with an increasing d4n=dz4 at the junc-
tion, have a phase difference between incident and reflected
waves close to d¼ p. For those with a decreasing d4n=dz4 at the
junction, these counter propagating waves are almost in phase
d¼ 0.

For ‘‘quartexp&linþ ’’ and ‘‘lin&quartexp� ’’ a greater depar-
ture from the exact p or 0 values is obtained. Recall that the
reflectivity produced by the analytic part of the profile most be
close to the one produced by a fully analytic profile, for example
‘‘tanh’’ reflectivity is Rtanh ¼ 3:16840� 10�10%. Therefore, the
reflectivities coming from these two contributions are similar
for these profiles, with D¼ 2l. However, for the analytic part of
n(z), the reflectivity plane is smeared out. Hence, the overall
phase upon reflection will not be so close to zero or pi.
5. Conclusions

The reflectivity diminishes as the lowest order of the discon-
tinuous derivatives is greater, even if the interface thickness D

remains constant. The selected profiles and their amplitude
equation solutions show a certain order, related to the phase
difference between the incident and reflected waves at the



Fig. 8. Amplitude equation solutions for type C3 profiles, a close look at the solutions in the oscillating regions. (a) Solutions for ‘‘lin&quartexpþ ’’ and ‘‘quartexp&linþ ’’,

(b) solutions for ‘‘lin&quartexp� ’’ and ‘‘quartexp&lin� ’’.

Table 8

Calculated reflectivity and approximate phase difference d between incident and

reflected waves at the reflection plane, z¼0, related to the type C3 profiles.

C3 function Reflectivity (%)

R

Approximate phase

change at reflection

plane z¼0

Offset from the

exact p or 0

value in p units

lin&quartexpþ 5:58009� 10�9 p �0:00470:003

quartexp&linþ 2:08514� 10�10 p 0:10170:005

lin&quartexp� 2:0886� 10�10 0 �0:09470:013

quartexp&lin� 5:57758� 10�9 0 0:01270:005

Table 9
Phase change upon reflection.

n(z) Profile

type

Lowest order

discontinuous

derivative

Phase change for the reflected

wave at the junction

For increasing

lowest order

discontinuous

derivative

For decreasing

lowest order

discontinuous

derivative

C�1 n(z) is

discontinuous

p 0

C0 dn

dz

p
2

�
p
2

C1
d2n

dz2

0 p

C2
d3n

dz3
�
p
2

p
2

C3
d4n

dz4

p 0
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junction. Table 9 displays a generalization of that behavior. Many
other profiles with one piecewise junction were constructed with
miscellaneous functions, arc-tangents, more hyperbolic and pow-
ered exponentials. They all hold very well to the rule, even if no
constant function is used for piecewise joining.

If a nright ¼ ðzÞ profile is spatially inverted it yields another
profile nleftðzÞ ¼ nrightð�zÞ, both constitute a reversibility couple. A
reversibility couple may be equally achieved with one profile and
light incident from either side. To invert a profile spatially is
equivalent to place incident light on the opposite side. The four
selected profiles for each type constitute two reversibility
couples. Reflectivity is expected to be the same for both members
each couple [22,23]. Our numeric results follow this expectation
within the deviation interval 7sR. For all these reversibility
couples, sR is smaller when light is incident from the homo-
geneous side, where n(z) is strictly constant within the
�1ozo0 interval. Standard deviation sR is greater in the other
case, when light is incident from the inhomogeneous side,
because reflectivity it is calculated via Eq. (11) which is valid for
a homogeneous medium. The oscillating region of the solution Ad

falls on the slowly but still varying refractive index side.
Results in Table 9 suggest a more general conjecture: For a Cm

profile type (lowest order discontinuous derivative dmþ1n=dzmþ1,
phase change upon reflection at the discontinuity plane is ð1�mÞp=2
for an increasing lowest order discontinuous derivative. Phase change

upon reflection is ð�1�mÞp=2 for a decreasing lowest order dis-

continuous derivative.
By modeling light propagation with the amplitude and phase

representation, we have presented how discontinuities in the
refractive index derivatives enhance reflection in a transparent
stratified medium. We have shown too that depending on the
order of the discontinuity, the phase change upon reflection
obtained from the numerical results can be 7 ðp=2Þ in addition
to the usual 0, or 7p obtained for dielectric abrupt interfaces at
normal incidence. These results may be applied to rugate filter
design, interpretation of Doppler radar measurements in the clear
air atmosphere, optical coherence tomography and other topics
related with wave propagation in stratified media.
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